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fall into that trap more often than not. I am conscious of that and try to work on not falling into the
allure of the path of least resistance, but the allure
is always there.
It has been helpful to surround myself with
a group of people committed to change who are
relentless about challenging class injustices. I have
surrounded myself with a group of people who are
not shy about calling me out when I begin drifting
to the path of least resistance.
This is difficult and sometimes confrontational work, often because people tend to confuse
peace with social justice. If we want justice we,
in the activist community, must be relentless with
our feedback to each other and with other wellmeaning people who are actually contributing to
injustices through what they perceive to be social
justice work. We must stop worrying about hurting
each other’s feelings.
This brings us back to Ruby Payne because,
despite the egregiousness of her work, so few
people have been willing to stand up to her and
say, “This is classism and racism.” We do not
want to hurt anyone’s feelings, despite all the hurt
that results from allowing the injustices to go on
unchecked.
How have your experiences with classism in
America influenced your views on Ruby Payne’s
poverty framework?
As I mentioned earlier, my mother grew up in the
Appalachian Mountains between West Virginia and
Maryland. Ruby Payne stereotypes poor people in
ways that do not fit my experience with my own
family or with people of poverty. I worked in the
D.C. area with people in poverty and again, her
stereotypes of poor people did not fit the poor
people I knew.
For example, here in Minnesota there are large
and very poor Somali and Hmong refugee populations. When I compare the cultures of these communities with those of the Appalachian side of my
family, they have absolutely nothing in common
other than the experience of classism. This challenges Ruby Payne’s assertion that there is a singular culture of poverty.
So, first and foremost, I know that the “culture
of poverty” simply doesn’t exist. And decades of
research clarifies the fact that no “culture of poverty” exists.
But what I have seen, and what Payne never
addresses, are the systems and structures of clas24
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sism that create and maintain poverty. If poor
people have health care at all, it is not very good;
many poor people are forced to live in buildings
that are structurally and environmentally unsafe;
poor children often are sent to the worst-equipped,
dilapidated public schools. There is example upon
example of the inequities experienced by poor
and working-class people, and I can’t understand
why, in a book titled Framework for Understanding
Poverty, there is no mention of these inequities.
My academic background is sociology, and I
can tell you that her work is not new. In the early
1960’s Oscar Lewis, a sociologist and anthropologist, coined the term “culture of poverty” based on
small studies of Puerto Rican and Mexican families. Immediately, the social science community
tore into Lewis’s theory. Literally dozens of empirical studies had dispelled the “culture of poverty”
myth before Ruby Payne put her framework out
there. This is why Ruby Payne’s work is mocked
and dismissed in social science circles and by
activists doing serious anti-poverty and anti-classism
work.
What feedback have you received from readers of
your articles on Ruby Payne?
I have received a range of feedback. Some of the
feedback has been very angry.
Ruby Payne threatened to sue me. I received a
call from her attorney.
Bill Sommers, one of her trainers, called different people at my university in an attempt to
silence me. In fact, several times when I’ve been
scheduled to speak at an event, Sommers has
called the event organizers to try to convince them
to uninvite me.
I have received several other angry responses.
What’s been interesting, though, is that none of
these angry responses critiques my specific criticisms of Ruby Payne’s framework. Instead, they
attack me, like how dare I critique Ruby Payne.
Payne’s framework is popular because it does
not challenge the status quo. The majority of the
folks who agree with Payne’s framework do not
recognize that what they are buying into is racism
and classism.
I have received a lot of positive feedback as
well from teachers, administrators, fellow activists,
people who are horrified that their school districts
are paying up to hundreds of thousands of dollars to have somebody
(continued on page 25)
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ffering a novel approach
to principalship, this book
provides a framework for
school leadership by focusing on
accomplishments rather than conditions for effective school leadership. Bellamy, Fulmer, Murphy,
and Muth propose a new way
of thinking about the role of
the principal in the face of an
increasingly challenging environment. The authors’ purpose
is threefold: (1) to help leaders
think differently about their
work, (2) to provide practical
leadership strategies, and (3) to
help the academic community
improve its support of principals. They define accomplishments as “the positive results,
or conditions, that schools
and their leaders strive to create in order
to support student learning and reach other school
goals” (p. xv). The book is divided into three sections, with the first section providing the theoretical
framework for school leadership as accomplishmentminded practice, the second section offering practical ways for the practicing principal to implement
the framework, and the third section focusing on the
knowledge needed to support the principal’s work.
Accomplishment-minded leadership focuses
on four domains: (1) defining school goals for
student learning and school conditions, (2) deciding which school conditions, or accomplishments,
require attention at a specific point in time, (3)
guiding the solution of day-to-day problems to
foster conditions principals wish to sustain in their
schools, and (4) working to build and sustain the
social capital needed for the school community
to collectively reach decisions and take action
related to the school’s accomplishments. These
four domains serve as the lens for the principal’s
actions, and interact with accomplishments in nine
critical areas that are both the means and ends of
schooling. The Framework for School Leadership
Accomplishments (FSLA) identifies the nine positive
conditions through which schools influence student learning, namely learning goals, instruction,
student climate, related services, resources, school
operations, staff support, renewal, and family/community partnership. The FSLA serves as “a mental
model for understanding major responsibilities of
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school leadership and
organizing those responsibilities around student
learning” (p. 40).
Once the authors
clearly explain the leadership domains and the
idea of school accomplishments, they focus on
how the accomplishmentminded practice helps
school leaders improve their
practice. The four domains,
leadership for sustainable
goals, leadership for strategic
focus, leadership for effective action, and leadership
for social capital, represent
distinct responsibilities. The
principal uses these domains
to attend to different aspects of
the school and work with different constituencies, with an
intended result of a school vision and goals that are
articulated in success criteria for accomplishments,
school structures to reach all accomplishments,
better school conditions, and more interconnection
among teachers and with community members.
Each leadership domain is closely examined: specifically, how it supports student learning as well as
responsive leadership strategies for the daily challenges principals face. The authors provide realworld examples of each leadership domain and
how the FSLA offers a framework to focus daily
actions on student learning.
The final section of this book addresses the
professionals who frame educational leadership
programs or offer professional learning opportunities
for principals. The authors address the knowledge
principals need to succeed in their role of instructional leader. They propose organizing this professional knowledge around an accomplishment-based
structure that “invites simultaneous consideration
of a more eclectic knowledge base that includes
consideration of moral, legal, critical, and practical aspects of the school circumstances that principals face” (p. 137), while making professional
knowledge more accessible to the practitioner.
Along with the development of this accomplishment-based knowledge base, the authors advocate
narrative or practitioner craft knowledge,
(continued on page 18)
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Principal Accomplishments...
(continued from page 5)

a combination of case studies and self-reflections.
The benefits of professional cases include the extension of the profession’s knowledge base by recognizing the value of the practitioner’s knowledge,
connecting practitioner knowledge with formal
research, supporting transitions in responsibility
that may facilitate smooth leadership succession,
easing communication among various school constituencies, and becoming a basis for professional
development and learning. Such professional case
studies provide real-world examples for educational programs as well as practicing principals,
affording both groups the means to study practices
and develop strategies to address daily challenges.
Finally, the authors explore the knowledge that
individual principals bring to their school. They
examine the important knowledge for principals,
how principal candidates can structure their developing knowledge, suggest performance tasks that
support the development of structured knowledge,
and propose contexts to help principal candidates
use their knowledge.
Bellamy, Fulmer, Murphy, and Muth provide a fresh approach to rethinking the design of
school leadership practices while offering valuable insights and ideas for analysis and reflection for principal leadership. The four leadership
domains and the Framework for School Leadership
Accomplishments challenge the principal to establish measurable goals and identify desired results
that improve student learning. These domains provide a means for principals to embrace the core
tenets of critical friends groups, namely a press
for achievement, adaptive practice, and improved
student learning. Indeed, the authors’ call for an
“annual case [study] of school leadership” (p.
139) in support of continuous learning provides
a vehicle for principals and their case teams’ to
address the mission of the NSRF by reflecting on
their practice and working collaboratively to create
powerful learning experiences that improve student learning. This book is a must-read for anyone
open to having their assumptions about effective
<
school leadership challenged!

Protocols in Practice...
(continued from page 17)

ing their dilemma in a way that ensures that the
focusing question is focused around what’s going
to make the greatest difference for students with
the greatest needs. It helps to surface some of the
assumptions we bring into the work.
This vice principal left with great ideas for getting better attendance records, but I would argue
that it didn’t create more powerful learning experiences for students. Our mission states that our end
goal is to “create and support powerful learning
experiences for everyone.” As practitioners and as
an organization, I think we have barely dipped our
toes into unpacking what our mission statement
really means and what it looks like in action.
CFG work has changed the lives and practice of many educators, including myself, but the
elephant in this room is that most of us doing the
work are white. If this work, as we’re currently
doing it, really empowered all voices, wouldn’t we
see more faces of color at our national meetings?
Wouldn’t we see stronger data around equitable
student outcomes connected to our work?
What do we need to do to think differently
about our work in the future as we shift our thinking and our structures to better engage the “everyone” in our mission statement? I’m left with the
conviction that we still need protocols to support
our collaborative work across difference. However,
my conviction is now tempered by an awareness that protocols are guidelines that must be
revised, interrupted and sometimes scrapped, in
the moment, if the process is not serving the needs
of our most underserved students. I’m talking about
stepping into the “zone” of dissonance and staying
there because we know we can’t really grow until
we are disturbed and uncomfortable enough to
change our practice.
<
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Visit our website at
www.nsrfharmony.org/connections.html
to download Kim Feicke’s Framing Dilemmas
tool as cited in this article.
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Planting Oak Trees, Harvesting Acorns and Building towards “Reforestation”
Indiana Center of Activity Report by Ross Peterson-Veatch, Indiana

T

wo hundred years ago, as much as eighty-five
percent of our great state of Indiana was covered with trees. With logging in the 19th century came forest management practices based on
replanting trees to replace and replicate the forests
so that the basic organic resources around us could
sustain our growing population. But just planting
more trees ignored the crucial roles that the other
layers of the forest played in the system and gave
us what we might call “the woods” – trees without dense undergrowth, and dirt covered only by
leaves. What we know now about reforestation tells
us to attend to the soil, and nurture the shrubs, even
as we plant seedlings and saplings that continue to
grow into healthy trees that can sustain the forest.
This attention to the layers in between might be
one of the best metaphors I can think of to describe
what we’ve been doing in the two years since our
last Center of Activity report
in Connections.
When the NSRF National
Office asked us to write a
report from the field, none
of us really knew where to
start. So many things have
happened in the interim that
it was hard to get a handle
on all of our activities statewide. We now hail not just
from Bloomington, but from
Columbus,
Indianapolis,
and Goshen. The surge in
our growth prompted a brief
conversation over e-mail
about what we should do for
the report and who should
do it. Tom Gregory came up with the idea of
using a modified online metaphors activity, and I
agreed to write that up in the form of this report.
Tom began the metaphors conversation with me
on the phone, at which point I used the metaphor
of a center of activity’s work being like a board of
directors. Tom’s metaphor began to evolve as he
wrote this to me the next day.
Your goal (in creating your metaphor) was
probably to keep things manageable so that good
deliberations could occur. My goal was to have
an army so that when one of us faltered another
could take her place. We cast a broad net when we
started this, probably thinking that a few would fall
away. The surprise may be that almost no one has.
That’s a really good sign that, despite our sputtering
start, enough good stuff is occurring to keep people
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engaged—and hopeful for the future.
Over the next few days, I sent out a call to
everyone involved in our work. Arriving at a comprehensive list of folks involved in NSRF work
through our center was a task in itself, and I found
myself recalling the debrief session following a
Coaches Institute in the summer of 2005. We had
just finished a very successful seminar that we ran
at Bloomington’s South High School, and we were
sitting around a big table looking at each other
with “what next?” on our minds.
Since there were twelve of us there, we had
been able to form and maintain small CFG-sized
groups of ten participants and two facilitators
for practically the entire week. We all found it
remarkable that there were enough facilitators in
Bloomington for us to pull this off with only one
National Facilitator from out of town. Around that
table, we had five National
Facilitators working out of
the Indiana Center, a sixth
from Georgia – and seven
interns who had been successfully running CFGs
in their own schools in
Bloomington for at least a
year.
At that point we had
enough of a critical mass
of people who were obviously passionate about CFGs
to begin really considering
forming a Center of Activity
that was larger than just
a few individuals, but we
had no concrete plans. So,
in February of 2006, after the Winter Meeting in
Denver, we began meeting as a group of facilitators
and interns, intent on making something happen.
In the interim we have met monthly for some
stretches and “every three or so months” at other
points, for multiple purposes: to get to know each
other and to choose projects, glean strategies and
forge the strong connections with one another we
know will serve to propel us into the future.
The initial Bloomington crowd has become a
larger statewide group both through opening ourselves to opportunities for great partnerships and by
invitations to like-minded colleagues. Colleagues
from Indianapolis have begun to join us in delivering coaches’ trainings, not just in organizing
them. For last sum(continued on page 26)
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